PreventiveRx

The best medicine for good health
Offer your employees access to affordable preventive drugs
that can save you money, too
Good health at a better price
PreventiveRx is a pharmacy benefit that lets your employees get the preventive
drugs they need for less money when they fill a prescription through retail and
home delivery pharmacies in their plan. This benefit can help prevent health
conditions and other complications by making it easier for your employees to
afford their medications.

Here’s how it works
PreventiveRx lowers the cost share of certain drugs that help prevent illness. In
some cases, there’s no cost to them. This gives your employees a big incentive
to take medications that are part of the overall treatment plan prescribed by their
doctor. And when your employees stick to the plan, they have better results, fewer
adverse health effects and lower costs. That’s good news for you, too — healthier
employees can mean fewer missed work days!

Healthy employees are good for business
With PreventiveRx, your employees have access to a drug list that includes
more than 200 medications to treat:*

Diabetes

}}

High cholesterol

}}

High blood pressure

}}

}}
}}
}}

Asthma
Osteoperosis
Blood clots
And more

}}

For example, PreventiveRx covers drugs to prevent osteoporosis, a health issue that
causes weak bones that are more likely to break. When members who are at risk of
this disease take the right medication, they can avoid painful, costly fractures that
may need surgery. These and other drugs available through the PreventiveRx benefit
help to keep your employees healthy, happy and at work. And this means lower costs
for everyone.
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Want to find out more?
Contact your Empire Sales representative.
* The list includes tier 1 and 2 drugs. Tier 3 drugs and specialty drugs aren’t included with the PreventiveRx benefit.
Services provided by Empire HealthChoice HMO, Inc. and/or Empire HealthChoice Assurance, Inc., licensees of the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association, an association of independent Blue Cross and Blue Shield plans.
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